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ABSTRACT
In previous works， we introduced a special device (Non-Audible
Murmur (NAM) microphone) able to detect very quietly uttered
speech (murmur)， which cannot be heard by listeners ne紅 白e
taJker. Experimental results showed the efficiency of白e device
in NAM recognition.

Using normal-speech monophone hidden

Markov models (HMM) re仕但ned with NAM data仕om a specific
speaker， we could recognize NAM with high acc町acy. Although
the results were very promising， a serious problem is 出e HMM
retraining， which requires a large amount of training data. In this
paper， we introduce a new method for NAM r巴cognition， which
requ江es only a small amount of NAM data for training. The pro
posed method is based on supervised adaptation 百le m包n differ
ence from other adaptation approaches lies in the fact that instead
of single-iteration adaptation， we use iterative adaptation (iterative
supervised MLLR)目Experiments prove the efficiency of白e pro
posed method. Using normal-speech cJean initial models and only

350 adaptation NAM utterances， we achieved a recognition accu
racy of 88.62%， which is a very promising result. Therefore， with
a small amount of adaptation data， we were able to create accu

Fig. 1. NAM microphone attached to the talker

rate individual HMMs. We also introduce results of experiments，
which show the e釘'ects of the number of iterations， the amount of
adaptation data， and the regression tree cJasses.

• Robustness to noise
A serious problem in speech recognition is environmental
noise目 In normal speech recognition， the speech signal is
distorted by noise and the performance of the system is de

1. INTRODUCTION

graded. W抽出e NAM microphone， the signal is received

Non-Audible Murmur (NAM) is speech uttered very quietly， which
cannot be heard by Jisteners ne紅白e speaker. Using a special device
(NAM microphone)， which is attached directly to the head， we can

directly 合om the body and therefore is more robust agむnst
environmental nois巴
• Useful tool for speech (sound)ーirnpaired people

receive NAM signals and perform automatic sp巴巴ch recognition

For people suffering台om physical difficulties in speech

[1]. The NAM microphone is based on a device used in medical

(speech or sound irnpairments)， NAM recognitíon can pro

science (stethoscope) and can detect very quietly uttered speech

vide a useful tool for communicating with a machine. More

(murmur). Although the received spe巴ch signal is of poor quality，

over， speech recognition can be combined with speech syn

the envelope of the NAM signal is similar to血at of nor百1al speech，

由民is， allowing speech-impair巴d people to communicat巴10

and therefore， speech recognition is possibl巴

a natural manner.

There are three advantages of NAM recognition.

Figure 1 shows出e attachment of the NAM to the head.

• Privacy
For practical speech recognition systems (e目g.

telephone

speech recognition system) privacy plays卸irnportant role.

2. PROPOSED ADAPTATION METHOD FOR NAM

However， users should be able to communicate with白E

RECOGNITION

speech recognition engine without others hearing their con
versations. The conventional speech recognition systems，

百1e recognition of NAM requ立es accurate hidden Markov mod

however， are based on normal speech recognition and cannot

巴Is (HMMs). The ideal procedure is to町出n speaker-independent

effectively provide p吋vacy. In contrast， NAM recognition

NAM HMMs. However， this requires a large amount of training

allows users to use a speech recognition device with privacy目

data which are very difficult to collect in a short tirne. On the other
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Flg. 2. Iterative MLLR for NAM recognition

Table 1. System speci自cat10ns
Sampling frequency

16kHz

Frame length

25 ms

-

Frame p巴riod

10 ms

Pre-emphasis

1

Feature vectors

0.97z-"

12-order MFCC，
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Training data
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hand， the use of a NAM-based recognition engine is s町ictly indi
vidual， and therefore， speaker-dependent models are also efficient.
Three possible ways of町aining NAM fß仏1s are as follows:
・ Train speaker-組d gender-dependent models. For this pur

Fig. 4. Effect of amount of adaptation data - monophone initial
models

is continued until no furtber improvement is obtained. In our pro
posed method， similar components are clustered together using a
regression tree. Acoustica11y sirnilar components are transfoロned
in tI1e sam巴 way

pose， however， a large amount of training data， which must
be coll巴cted， is required

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

・ Train speaker-dependent models for a specific user. How
ever， for accurate HMMs a large amount of回ining data is
ag創n necessary
• U se available HMMs as initial models， and perform adap

tation to a specific speaker's characteristics. This method
requires on1y a small amount of adaptation data， and can be
easily applied. The maximum likelihood linear regression
(MLLR) adaptation technique [2] was selected in our work_

3.1. Using monophone initial models
In these experiments， monophone initial models are used. Forty
three Japanese monophone models are trained with the speech cor
pus collected by the Acoustical Society of Japan (3). The topology
oftheHMMs are 3 states left 10 right with no sk.ip. Sixteen Gaussian

mixtures per state are used. For evaluation， 72 NAM utterances，
recorded under several conditions (quite， background music， TV

Since the NAM data are different from normal spe巴ch data， a modi

news) ar巴 used. The speech reco伊ition engine is the Julius 20k

fied version of the MLLR was used in血is work. More specifically，

vocabulary Japanese Dictation Too1kit [4]

due to出eH勘岱1 distance between initial and adapted mode1s， the
conventional single-iteration MLLR is not effective in NAM recog

Figure

3 shows白巴 results obtained using several class re

gression trees. In出is experiment， 25 adaptation utterances w巴re

nition. The iterativ巴恥江LR appears to be more effective， and results

used and the MLLR was performed in a single iteration. Results

show伽t it provides higher performance. Figure 2 show出e pro

show出at by increasing the number of classes， improvement was

posed method. 百1e initial models are adapted using the MLLR

achiev巴d. In the following， a 32-class regression位ee is used. Figure

technique and a small amount of adaptation utterances. As a result，

4 shows出巴 perfonn釦ce for various amounts of adaptation data.

intennediate models are created. The intennediate adapted models

Using a 32-class regression tree and 200 adaptation utt巴rances， a

紅e re-adapted using the same adaptation data， and出is procedure

recognition accuracy of 43.47% was achieved.
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Fig.5. Effect of number of iterations - monophone initial models

Fig. 7. Effect of amount of adaptation data - PTM initial models
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Fig. 6. Effect of classes of regression tree - PTM initial models

Figure

5 shows the results when iterative MLLR was per

Fig. 8. Effect of number of iterations of MLLR - PTM models NAM

using the initial clean PTM models is -0.81%. After 6 iterations，白e

formed. 1n this experiment， 200 adaptation utter初ces and a 32-

recogmtlOn accuracy mcreas巴s signi自cantly to a promising 88.62%

class regression tree were used. As can been seen， after 5 iterations，

Figure 8 shows also that higher performance is achieved when both

出e recognition accuracy was significantly increased to 71.09%.

means and variances (MV ) are回nsformed，instead of oJÙy means
(M).
The results achieved in these experiments also show， that using

3.2. Using Phonetic Tied Mlxture (PTM) initial models

The HMMs used in these experiments

are

PTM， instead of monophone models， significant irnprovement was

Phonetic Tied Mixture

(PTM) models with 3000 states [5). The models are trained us
ing出e speech co甲山collected by the Acoustical Society of Japan

achieved. More specifically， using monophone models， a recog
nition accuracy of 71.09% was obt出ned. Using， however， PTM
models， a recognition acc町acy of 88.62% was achieved

For evaluation， 72 NAM utterances， recorded under several con
ditions (quite， background music， TV-news) are used. The speech
recognition engine is出e Julius 20k vocabulary Japanese Dictation
Toolkit.

3.3. Comparison between NAM and normal speech recogni・
tion

Figure 6 shows the results obtained using several class regres

1n order to evaluate the performance using normal speech， we car

sion田es. In出s experiment， 25 adaptation utter初ces were used

ried out experiments wi白山e same adaptation and evaluation data，

and the MLLR was perform巴d in a single iteration. As c飢be seen，

recorded using a close駒talking microphone in a clean environment.

by increasing白e number of classes to 128， signi自cant irnprovement
was achieved

Figure

9 shows the results obtained using several class re

gression国民.In血is experiment， 25 adaptation utterances were

Figure 7 shows the performance for various amounts of adap

used and the MLLR was perfoロned in a single iteration. As the re

tation data. In this experiment， a 128-class regression tree was used

sults show， i目白e case of normal spe巴ch， the recognition accuracy

and single-iteration MLLR was performed. Figure 7 shows 出at

does not change significantly. We c組also observe 白紙the initial

when using 350 adaptation utterances， a recognition accuracy of

performance (1 adaptation utterance) is very high (94.8%).

65.34% was obtained

Figure 10 show the results of using various amounts of adap

Figure 8 shows the performance when iterative MLLR was per

tation data. Using normal speech， a recognition accuracy of 95.7%

formed. Without adaptation (0 iterations)， the recognition accuracy

was obtaiマled. Jn血is experiment， a 32-class regression tree was
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Fig. 11. Effect of number of iterations of MLLR - PTM initial
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Fig.12. E仔'ect of number of iterations of MLLR - PTM initial
models- MV

used and出巴 MLLR was performed in a single iteration.
Figures 11 and 12 show the results of using iterative MLLR.
In the case of normal speech， the iterative MLLR is not effective
In fact， on increasing the number of iterations，出e perfoロnance de

As future work， we plan to investigate the problems described
above.

creases. In the case of NAM， however， using iterative MLLR， the
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